


Alongside the team at Core Project Services, our aim was to transform the 
new office space of Alliotts ready for their relocation. The brief for this design 
and build project was to create a luxury, members club look that showcases 
the beautiful new office, located in the heart of Covent Garden. Alliotts are a 
leading group of accountants and business advisors. 

The design needed to encourage flexible and collaborative working across 
open plan workstations. The space would be warm and inviting, creating a 
dynamic office that the team love to work from. The front entrance way 
needed to be reimagined to incorporate two additional meeting rooms and 
a new print and post room needed to be built. 

Our design team developed a scheme that evoked Alliotts’ new brand 
identity. With forest green and dark grey accents alongside black framed 
glass doors, antique metal finishes and feature beading on the walls 
throughout. 

A bespoke joinery bench spanning the length of the breakout area was 
constructed with deep green, cushioned, velvet seating. A custom-made 
island with an exquisite lighting piece was installed to create a focal point in 
heart of the breakout area. Two new meeting rooms were built, one with 
tactile, in-built wooden shelving and the other with a forest green feature 
wall. High quality furniture pieces were selected to compliment to overall 
look and feel and feature lighting was installed throughout. 

Alliotts were able to open the doors to their new office within their 
accelerated timeline. The build completed in just six weeks without any 
sacrifice on quality. 

Contracts Manager Martin Cook said, ‘I’m particularly proud of how this 
project has come together. Andy and the site team have worked tirelessly, 
and the end result is something really special.’

“I’m very proud of this project 
and the brilliant outcome of 

our new office. Blue Jelly were 
a pleasure to work with and 

fully captured our brief.” Beth 
Lyle, Alliots
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